Architectural Walls
Enclose | Enclose Frameless Glass | Trivati

One company. Three architectural wall systems.
And unlimited possibilities. At Haworth, our portfolio
of wall solutions expand what you can do inside a building’s
architecture. Enclose®, Enclose Frameless Glass (EFG), and
Trivati provide three beautiful, practical ways to define
your space. Our walls easily adapt and respond to evolving
environments. Our finishing options deliver harmonious,
integrated aesthetics. And our experienced team understands
and supports your needs. No matter what your reasons
for choosing architectural walls, we have a product tailored
just for you.
™
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Enclose. An architectural wall system with all the
fluidity of furniture and all the presence of permanent
walls. A clean, simple design provides a timeless look,
while a 10-year warranty ensures the performance will last
just as long. Sustainably designed to anticipate change,
its moveable panels offer endless adaptation. It all adds
up to a performance that’s so versatile it surpasses
conventional construction.
Ready. Set. Change. Enclose walls let you pull any space
together in minutes flat. The unitized, factory-built panels arrive
pre-assembled and ready to tilt into place—no assembly, complex
scheduling of trade workers, lengthy downtime, or hidden costs
required. Once the walls are in place, any panel or door can be
removed and replaced without disrupting the entire system,
making them nimble enough to adapt to whatever the future
may bring. Even power and data are reconfigurable, so you can
update your walls as often as you update technology. Thanks to
the reusable nature of Enclose, it minimizes what ends up in
the landfill, too.
Can-Do Construction. Enclose empowers walls to do much
more than simply divide space. Hang shelves, accessories, or
furniture—even from other manufacturers. Incorporate writing
or magnetic surfaces into any part of the wall. Integrate quickconnect technology into each panel. Reinforce your brand
throughout your environment. Improve acoustical privacy with
an impressive sound transmission class (STC) rating of up to
45. And enjoy complete creative freedom to combine multiple
materials—all for much less than you’d spend to achieve the same
effects with conventional drywall.
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Effortless Connections. The standard four-inch frame of Enclose
meshes perfectly with base building architecture, enhancing
connections to create a refined atmosphere. A range of heights
and widths lets you tailor beautifully precise solutions for any
ceiling height or building dimension. It’s also offered with a kit of
parts to meet all building conditions including bulkheads and
HVAC systems, so you can create a seamless finish from floor to
ceiling and column to column.
Value Added. From the first installation to every move you
make, this proven system protects your bottom line. With built-in
efficiencies like non-progressive tiling and quick-connect electrical
wiring, Enclose is the fastest, easiest, and most adaptable wall
system in the market. Unlike labor costs that vary from region
to region, the product cost is consistent for everyone. When you
add up all the costs of conventional construction, Enclose is
equivalently priced—and with any upgrades, it beats conventional
walls. And because reconfiguring Enclose is quick and easy, with
every change you make, the savings keep adding up.
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Thoughtful Integration. Enclose walls look like they were
made to go with everything else we make—because they were.
As part of Haworth’s Integrated Palette™ portfolio, Enclose can be
combined with a wide range of desking, systems, tables, and
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other architectural products. Consistent dimensions, connections,
and finishes future-proof your interiors, ensuring that the
Haworth products you choose today will tie-in functionally
and aesthetically with the ones you add tomorrow.
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Enclose Frameless Glass
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Enclose Frameless Glass. A sophisticated solution with
effortless combinations, flexible applications, and gorgeous
floor-to-ceiling walls. Made of frameless glass, these
award-winning demountable walls provide a storefront
option that can integrate perfectly with the rest of the
Enclose system or stand on its own. A 10-year warranty
promises years of solid performance, and highly recyclable
materials make them a responsible choice.
Simply Beautiful. The simple, sophisticated design of EFG
elevates your environment quickly and easily. With the lowest
base profile in the industry and refined details like butt-jointed
glass and polished aluminum corners, the design is clean and
uncomplicated from top to bottom.
A choice of sliding, pivot, or butt-hinge doors gives you the
versatility to meet any space or aesthetic need. And the frameless
glass system touches the building lightly, using mechanical
fasteners only at the slab to save you time and money every
time you install or move a wall.
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Clearly Inspired. With EFG, the possibilities for storefront designs
are truly unlimited. Create endless runs of frameless glass using
straight lines, variable-angle corners, or even organic shapes with
faceted curves. Stop and start the glass exactly where you want,
integrating with standard Enclose walls or seamlessly transitioning
to conventional construction.
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Trivati. An elegant, architectural wall system that can be
customized to your heart’s content. Its flexible tri-channel
rail can be fitted with up to three layers of vertical insert
panels letting you fine-tune aesthetics, visual and acoustical
privacy, and budget room by room, while creating one
cohesive look.
Change Your Mind. Change Your Wall. Want to turn a wall into
a window, refresh your look with a new panel material, or simply
update your technology? Trivati’s versatile infrastructure and
non-progressive tiling let you make changes on any scale, from
moving an outlet to replacing a single panel or an entire room.
This flexible, future-ready design enables you to meet today’s
needs and evolve to face new challenges tomorrow.
A Sound Choice. Trivati’s tri-channel design delivers the best
visual and acoustical privacy in the market, earning even higher
Sound Transmission Class (STC) ratings than traditional drywall
and other demountable walls. Integrated double-glazed door
options maintain the integrity of the wall’s STC rating, protecting
the acoustical privacy so the sound barrier is not compromised.
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Globally Inspired. Locally Made. Originally designed for the
European market, Trivati has been adapted to make it easier and
more convenient for Haworth’s North American customers to use.
It is manufactured in Holland, Michigan, and glass is sourced
locally for each project, making it less expensive and faster to
fulfill than European-sourced products.
Any Form. Any Function. A window. A wall. A door. A room.
Trivati’s unique tri-channel rail can be filled with one, two, or
three vertical insert panels to create ideal spaces for any place
or purpose. Layer glass, veneer, textiles, metal, integrated lighting,
or any material you can imagine to design atmospheres that
reflect distinct identities. However you complete the picture,
Trivati’s light, modern scale and uncomplicated beauty will
elevate any environment.
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Pinpoint Pricing. The tri-channel rail gives you the flexibility to
equip every room individually. There’s no need to compromise
to meet performance or budget needs. One simple solution lets
you invest more where it matters and less where it doesn’t.
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Future-Ready Framing. As a demountable wall system, Trivati
offers a flexible long-term solution for changing environments.
Haworth manufactures the floor and ceiling rails that form Trivati’s
framework, and the walls themselves are site-assembled using
insert panels that can be locally sourced. This adaptable design
ensures interchangeability and reuse, saving installation time
and costs and eliminating unnecessary waste.
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For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000.
Download additional copies at haworth.com.
This brochure is printed on FSC® certified U2®:XG™ paper,
manufactured with electricity in the form of renewable
energy (wind, hydro, biogas) and contains a minimum
of 30% post-consumer recovered fiber. FSC is a global
benchmark for responsible forest management.
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